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Abstract

Nowadays turbochargers play an important role in improving internal com-

bustion engines (ICE) performance. Usually, engine manufacturers use com-

puter codes to predict the behaviour of both engine and turbocharger, the later

by means of measured look-up maps. Using look-up maps different problems

arise, being one of the most important the difference in heat transfer between

the current operating condition and the conditions at which maps were mea-

sured. These effects are very important at low to medium turbocharger speeds

(typical condition of urban driving conditions) where heat transfer can even be

higher than mechanical power. In this work, the different convective heat trans-

fer phenomena inside these kind of machines have been measured and analysed.

Besides, general correlations for these flows, based on dimensionless numbers,

are fitted and validated in three different turbochargers. The applicability of the

model is shown by comparison the main results obtained when the model is used

and not , improving up to 20 ◦C the predicted turbine outlet temperature. The

main advantages of applying these correlations rely on predicting fluids outlet
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temperatures (compressor, turbine, oil and coolant). The former is needed to

feed accurately ICE model, turbine outlet temperature is important for after-

treatment device modelling while oil and coolant temperatures are important

in order to design optimum cooling systems.

Keywords: Turbocharger, Heat transfer, Convective coefficients, experimental

analysis

Nomenclature

A Area m2

c Specific heat capacity J · kg−1 ·K−1

C Capacitance, capacitance matrix J ·K−1

D Diameter m

h Convective coefficient W ·m−2 ·K−1

H Convective heat vector W ·m−2 ·K−1

Ḣ Enthalpy flow W

I Identity matrix −

K Conductance, conductance matrix W ·K−1

L Length m

m Mass kg

ṁ Mass flow kg · s−1

N Power W

Nu Nusselt number −

p Pressure Pa

Pr Prandtl number −

q Heat flow W

Q Heat vector W

Q̇ Heat flow W

R Radius m

Re Reynolds number −
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T Temperature K

Ẇ Power W

Greeks symbols

η Efficiency −

π Pressure ratio −

µ Dynamic viscosity Pa · s

ν Kinematic viscosity m2 · s−1

ρ Density kg ·m−3

κ Conductivity W ·m−1 ·K−1

θ Dimensionless temperature −

Subscripts and superscripts

A Refers to fluid passing through compressor

bc Boundary conditions

c Compression

C Compressor node

COD Compressor outlet duct

OC Compressor outlet temperature

IC Compressor inlet temperature

Air Diffuser outlet temperature

e Expansion

eff Effective

Gas Refers to fluid passing through turbine

H1 Housing node (turbine side)

H2 Housing node (central side)

H3 Housing node (compressor side)

i, j, k, l General component

O Refers to oil or outlet

p Turbine inlet port

T Turbine node

v Turbine volute
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V GT Variable Geometry Turbocharger

W Refers to coolant fluid

1. Introduction1

Nowadays the main challenges in internal combustion engines (ICE) con-2

sist on the reduction of fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. With this3

purpose different techniques have appeared to optimize the combustion process:4

high pressure fuel injection systems [1], multiple injections [2], high boost pres-5

sure [3],two stage turbocharging [4], EGR [5], variable valve timing [6], high6

swirl ratios [7], new clean fuels [8], etc. In this framework, the optimization of7

engine external systems can play an important role, one of these systems is the8

turbocharger. In order to predict accurately engine behaviour it is necessary to9

predict turbocharger behaviour, since, among others, it will affect the intake air10

temperature which highly affect combustion process and therefore engine perfor-11

mance [9] and the exhaust temperature which highly affects pollutant emissions12

[10]. This behaviour must bear in mind at least three main factors: isentropic13

efficiency of the turbomachinery, mechanical power effectively transferred from14

the turbine to the compressor through the central axis [11] and the heat fluxes15

between turbine and compressor side due to differences in working fluids tem-16

peratures. This work falls in the third item, contributing to the knowledge of the17

internal convention phenomena in turbochargers. Traditionally, turbochargers18

behaviour has been considered as an adiabatic process due to the high velocity19

of the working fluids. This approach leads to important errors in turbocharger20

prediction for low speeds, typical during urban driving conditions.21

Bohn studied heat transfer in a turbochargers by means of experimental22

[12] and three dimensional modelling [13] in order to obtain a heat transfer23

correlation for the compressor side. It was showed that at low speed, heat24

transfer flows from turbine to compressor while at high speed, heat transfer flows25

from compressor to lubricating oil. That is due to the higher mean temperature26

of the air in the compressor outlet.27
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Consequences of considering adiabatic conditions in the compressor gener-28

ally leads to underestimate (if heat flows from compressor to lube oil) or over-29

estimates (if heat flows in the opposite way, i.e. form turbine to compressor)30

isentropic efficiency using measured inlet and outlet temperatures [14]. On the31

contrary, same errors are committed estimating compressor outlet temperatures32

if efficiency provided by manufactures maps are used [15]. If turbine is consid-33

ered as adiabatic, non-considered heat fluxes effects will lead to an overestima-34

tion of turbine isentropic efficiency. Since, during normal operation conditions,35

heat flows from turbine to lube oil, for many conditions, turbine isentropic effi-36

ciency (evaluated with measured temperatures) can provide higher values than37

reality, even higher than one [16]. For that reason, it is a common practice38

giving turbocharger efficiency as the ratio between compressor absorbed power39

and turbine isentropic power [17]).40

Turbocharger heat transfer studies are quite recent, for example Baines [16]41

fitted forced convection correlations in order to satisfy the energy balance in all42

the measured points. It was assumed that errors or uncertainties in measured43

parameters were subsumed into the convective heat transfer coefficients and cor-44

relations. Cormerais [18] optimized thermal resistances fitting the experimental45

data but convective heat transfer was obtained in an indirect way, since the form46

of correlations had been previously imposed. Cheesé et al. [19] obtained heat47

transfer to the compressor by comparing tests at hot and cold conditions. They48

assumed heat transfer in the compressor side occurred after the impeller, in the49

diffuser and volute, contrary to other authors [9] since constant speed lines were50

not modified when turbine inlet temperature was changed. Cheesé [19] also as-51

sumed that mechanical power absorbed by the impeller was not affected by heat52

transfer, since it was constant, whatever was turbine inlet temperature. Main53

problem of that approach was the range of the measured regions: the higher the54

turbine inlet temperature was, the larger the measured zone was and, therefore,55

comparison on all points was not possible.56

Romagnoli [20] assumed a Dittus-Boelter [21] correlation for compressor heat57

transfer but direct measurements were not shown. Aghaali [22] used multipli-58
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ers in order to fit a GT-Power model to the measurements, but no convective59

correlations were given. Burke [23] used different correlations to estimate the60

performance of a turbocharger on an engine test bench. Lavagnoli [24] studied61

different approaches to estimate the relevant flow parameters that drive the heat62

transfer based on transient turbine experiments but not the whole heat flows63

between turbine and compressor were studied.64

In this work a concise methodology to obtain heat transfer correlations by65

measuring heat fluxes between the different turbocharger elements has been pre-66

sented. First part of this paper concerns about the experimental methodology67

and main parameters measured to characterize internal heat transfer. Later68

turbocharger physical model is presented. After that, results are presented and,69

finally, main conclusions are outlined.70

2. Test rig description71

Figure 1 shows the layout of a continuous air flow test bench [11]. It is72

composed by the following devices:73

• A screw compressor with a maximum mass flow capacity of 0.2 kg · s−1,74

at a maximum discharging pressure of 3.5 bar (gauge), which provides the75

mass flow to the turbine. Mass flow rate is controlled by changing the76

screw compressor speed or the opening of an electronic discharge valve77

(placed downstream the screw compressor). This valve is used when a78

lower mass flow than the minimum supplied by the screw compressor is79

required being discharged to the atmosphere the extra flow.80

• Mass flow is heated in parallel using five tube-type electrical heaters, mass81

flow through each of the heaters can be regulated by means of a valve82

placed at their inlet ports. This system can reach up to 720 K at the83

maximum mass flow rate, this hot flow is collected later in a plenum and84

conducted to the turbine inlet.85
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• After passing through the turbine, the air is cooled by means of a heat ex-86

changer in order to allow mass flow measurement using high accuracy hot87

film flow meter. All flow meters in the installation have been previously88

calibrated.89

• Turbo-compressor sucks air from the atmosphere, air passes first through90

a filter before being measured. Downstream the compressor, an electron-91

ically driven back-pressure valve has been installed in order to emulate92

what would be engine intake valves. Hereinafter compressor refers only to93

the turbo-compressor.94

• An independent lubrication system is installed to control oil flow rate and95

its inlet pressure (by means of an oil pump and a controlled pressure valve).96

Temperature can be also controlled and modified as desired by using an97

electrical heater and a cooler. Oil mass flow rate is measured by means of a98

Coriolis flow meter, meanwhile inlet and outlet temperatures are measured99

using platinum resistance temperature detectors. Oil samples are taken100

periodically in order to characterize its properties (viscosity, density and101

specific heat capacity variations with temperature).102

• Temperature and pressure sensors are installed on the inlet and the outlet103

pipes of the compressor and the turbine according to SAE (Society of Au-104

tomotive Engineers)) J1723 [25] and SAE J1826 [26] standards. In this way105

the obtained results would be applied very quickly on any turbocharger106

previously measured following these standards that is usually performed107

in industry. This fact will be very interesting for both engine and tur-108

bocharger manufacturers. The methodology employed and the obtained109

results in this work could be used in other turbochargers previously tested110

following these standards which give an interesting and non-negligible tool111

for both researchers and industry.112

Table 1 shows main information about measurement range and uncertainty113

of sensors used in the test bench. Tests performed on this flow rig have been114
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Figure 1: Schematic test bench and location of main sensors.
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divided into two main groups, named as:115

1. Almost-adiabatic tests [9]. Whose main objective is to decouple mechani-116

cal losses characterization from heat transfer problem in the turbocharger117

under study [27]. In this way, heat transfer is minimized by setting turbine118

inlet, compressor outlet and lubricating oil inlet temperatures at the same119

level. Doing so lubricating oil enthalpy drop corresponds to the direct120

measurement of turbocharger mechanical losses that will be characterized121

and modelled using an empirical [28] or a physical model [11].122

2. Hot tests [10]. Main objective of this kind of tests is to characterize123

convective heat fluxes inside the turbocharger. Besides, these tests can be124

divided into two main groups:125

(a) Externally insulated tests. In these tests the whole turbocharger is126

externally insulated avoiding heat fluxes to the environment, appear-127

ing only internal heat fluxes.128

(b) Exposed tests. These tests are the usually performed by manufac-129

turers in order to obtain turbocharger maps. Main difference respect130

to previous tests comes from the fact that heat fluxes to the en-131

vironment are allowed. Environment conditions (temperature) and132

air flow through the bench have been measured in order to estimate133

accurately these heat fluxes.134

In this work, externally insulated tests have been performed in order to135

obtain, internal convective coefficients and correlations. These internal heat136

transfer fluxes have been obtained according to the thermal model explained in137

section 3138

In order to extend validity of this work, three different turbochargers have139

been studied, whose main characteristics are shown in Table 2. Performance140

maps from those turbochargers are observed in Figure 2. These turbochargers141

are typical used in small-medium Diesel engines, so the obtained results could be142

applied to similar turbochargers, i.e. similar sizes and compression/expansion143
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Table 1: Characteristics of sensors employed in the test bench

Variable Sensor Range / Error

Gas Pressure Piezoresistive [0− 5]± 0.025 bar

Air Pressure Piezoresistive [0− 2]± 0.025 bar

Gas and Air Temp. K-type Therm. −200−+1200± 2.2◦C

Gas and Air Flow Hot wire [0− 720]± 0.72 kg/h

Oil Pressure Piezoresistive [0− 6]± 0.025 bar

Oil Temperature RTD [−200−+650]± 0.15 ◦C

Oil Flow Coriolis [0− 100] kgs−1 ±0.1 %

ratios. The knowledge of heat transfer in this engines could lead to an improve-144

ment of their performance by reducing energy losses.145

Table 2: Main characteristics of the employed turbochargers

Parameter First Second Third

turbocharger turbocharger turbocharger

Turbine wheel diameter [mm] 41 38 36.5

Compressor wheel diameter [mm] 49 46 40

VGT yes, vanes yes, vanes no

Water cooled yes no yes

Type of journal bearing fixed floating ring floating ring

Engine power [kW] 129 96 75

Engine type diesel diesel petrol

Displacement [l] 2.0 1.6 1.2

2.1. Uncertainty analysis146

The uncertainty of a measurement is a parameter that characterises the147

dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the action of148
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Figure 2: Measured points for convective characterization. Left side compressor maps and

right side turbine maps. Legends refer to VGT opening in %
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measuring. As it has been proposed in [29] the uncertainty estimation can149

be evaluated by using a statistical analysis of series of observations and by150

other means, such as manufacturers data. In the case of the measurements of151

current work both types of evaluations have been performed. In one hand, the152

standard deviation due to the repetitiveness of the measurement is calculated153

using Equation 1 , where n is the number of measurements, x is the arithmetical154

mean of these measurements and xi the measurement. On the other hand155

the standard deviation due to the inaccuracy of each sensor can be computed156

using manufacturer data on the probability distribution of the error or assuming157

uniform rectangular distribution of probability if only the bounds are given [29].158

In this last case the standard deviation is calculated using Equation 2 from159

uniform rectangular distribution of probability, where a− and a+ are the lower160

and the upper limits of the sensor inaccuracy.161

ua =

√√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − x)
2

n− 1
(1)

ub =

√
(a+ − a−)

2

12
(2)

Finally the standard deviation, representing combined uncertainty is cal-162

culated using Equation 3 , taking into account both of the previous effects.163

Furthermore, it is also used for the computation of the uncertainty of derived164

variables. Using these expression all the measured or computed variables of165

this paper are provided with uncertainty limits given in terms of standard de-166

viation. Uncertainty in fluid temperatures, wall temperatures and mass flows167

measurements are shown in Table 1 , which combined with Equation 3 , yield168

a maximum uncertainty in heat transfer measurements of 8% of the measured169

magnitude.170

uc =

√√√√ k∑
i=1

(
∂f

∂xi

)2

· u2 (xi) (3)
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3. Turbocharger thermal model171

A lump capacitance model of the turbocharger is proposed. In this kind172

of models, the turbocharger is considered as a thermal network consisting in173

a finite number of nodes, whose thermal inertia is characterized by a thermal174

capacitance, and linked with other nodes by means of thermal conductances.175

These models assume a uniform temperature on each of the nodes, so discrim-176

ination must bear this fact into account. The higher the model discretization177

and the consideration of more complex approaches (as contact resistances) [30],178

the more accuracy can be obtained [31], but on the contrary, higher number179

of parameters must be determined or fitted. The practical use of this kind of180

models regards on a compromise between accuracy and the number of fitted181

parameters. Once model structure has been divided into several nodes, energy182

conservation equation can be written for each node, i.e. the sum of heat fluxes183

between nodes, convective heat fluxes and other heat fluxes in a time interval184

equals the change in sensible energy of the node:185

mi · cv
T i
t+∆t − T i

t

dt
=

=
∑
j

Kij

(
T j
t+∆t − T

i
t+∆t

)
+
∑
k

qk→i +
∑
l

hliAli

(
T l
t+∆t − T i

t+∆t

) (4)

Writing Equation 4 for each of the n nodes gives a set of linear, implicit186

equations of the form:187

(
K + 1

∆tC
)
Tt+∆t = Q+ 1

∆tCTt +H (5)

In steady-state conditions (t = t+ ∆t), Equation 5 reduces to188

KT = Q+H (6)

If boundary conditions are added to Equation 6 as temperatures, Tbc, Equa-189

tion 7 can be obtained:190

 I 0

H K

 Tbc

Tunknown

 =

 Tbc

0

 (7)
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Nodes numbers and their positions have been selected attending to tur-191

bochargers geometry and previous studies [32]. Discrimination used in this192

work (Figure 3(b)) consists on a thermal resistor network with five solid nodes193

(one for the Turbine housing, three for the central bearing housing and a last194

one for the compressor housing).195

Figure 3: Main energy flows in a turbocharger and the lumped model for the turbochargers
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As mentioned, one of the objectives of this work is to provide a simple,196

accurate enough and a fast tool to predict heat fluxes on turbochargers. This197

tool should be flexible enough to be applied with the known characteristics of198

the turbocharger, i.e.: external dimensions and material of casings. This reason199

lead to choose only five nodes since a higher discrimination, taking into account200

rotating parts as turbine or compressor wheels, would imply a higher number201

of parameters to be demand to the final user. Besides the heat fluxes through202

the shaft is very low compared to total energy flux through the element [33].203

Nevertheless, a more detailed lumped model can be simplified to a simple one204

if conductances are considered constants and taking into account the type of205

connections among the nodes (in-line or in parallel) [34].206

Boundary conditions are represented by five convective nodes (turbine gases,207

lube oil, compressor air, ambient and cooling fluid) in the case of turbochargers208

with cooling media. These nodes are characterized by their average tempera-209

tures and film coefficients. Conductive characteristics were previously obtained210

on a specific test bench following the methodology described by Serrano et al.211

[32]. Therefore after conductive characterization the whole turbocharger be-212

haves as a heat flux sensor, i.e. heat fluxes can be estimated directly from213

wall temperatures without any extra instrumentation. This characterization214

procedure is the first step for analysing any turbocharger but if there is no215

possibility to obtain experimentally these conductances, the use of a generic216

correlation could be used [35]. The whole procedure for characterize completely217

a turbocharger is explained on [36].218

4. Results Analysis219

The different convective coefficients (hGas/T , hC/Air, hH2/W and hH2/Oil)220

can be obtained using a combination of Fouriers law of heat conduction and221

Newtons law of cooling [37]:222

hi,j =
Kj,l · (Tj − Tl)
Ai,j · (Ti − Tj)

(8)
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where i represents a convective node; j and l denote conductive nodes; Kj,l223

represents the conductance between conductive nodes; Ai,j is the contact area224

between fluid and wall and T is the temperature of the node. Once the con-225

vective coefficient is determined, a correlation between dimensionless numbers226

(Nusselt and Reynolds mainly) can be looked for.227

4.1. Turbine heat transfer coefficient228

As mentioned in section 4, convective heat flux in the turbine side (Q̇Gas/T )229

is equal to conductive heat flux Q̇T/H1 according to the lumped model shown230

in Figure 3(b), where no heat losses to the ambient are allowed since the tur-231

bocharger was fully insulated during the tests. Therefore, this heat flux can232

be obtained directly from measured temperatures in nodes T and H1 and the233

previously determined conductive conductance between these two nodes. The234

way those conductances were obtained can be found in [32].235

Q̇Gas/T = Q̇T/H1 = KT/H1 · (TT − TH1) (9)

Figure 4 shows this heat flux (Q̇Gas/T ) versus the enthalpy drop in the236

turbine, in addition its relative importance compared to the enthalpy flow drop237

across the turbine has also been shown. In this way the importance of heat fluxes238

on turbine side are determined and this fact gives information about where the239

heat flux studies must be focused, i.e. the higher the relative importance is,240

the more accuracy should be looked for. Figure 4 shows that the higher the241

enthalpy flow drop in the turbine (Nt = ∆ḢT ) is, the higher the heat flux242

is. Until a kind of stabilization or small reduction, on Q̇Gas/T is observed at243

high Nt, probably due to a lower residence time as a consequence of higher244

flow velocities. Nevertheless, if that heat is compared to the total enthalpy245

drop across the turbine, its relative importance at high Nt becomes lower than246

5% of the total energy. However, heat transfer effects from operative points247

corresponding to low loads conditions (low Nt) are quite considerable (almost248

the whole total enthalpy drop in some cases). This fact indicates the need to249
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predict more accurate heat fluxes at low load condition than at higher loads,250

where turbine enthalpy drop consists almost exclusively on mechanical power.251

Figure 4: Importance of heat flux Q̇GAS/T . Left: absolute value, Right: relative importance

compared to turbine enthalpy drop. Legends refer to turbocharger number and VGT opening

in %

Turbine heat transfer losses are assumed to take place at turbine inlet, i.e.252

the processes followed by gases are: first a heat transfer exchange and later253

a polytropic expansion in the turbine, as shown in Figure 3(b) and as other254

authors have also proposed [16]. The convective correlation of this heat flux has255

been performed by dimensionless numbers:256

RemT =
4 · ṁ

π · µ ·Deff
(10)

NuGas/T =
h ·Deff

κ
=

Q̇Gas/T

A · (TGAS − TT )
· Deff

κ
=

=
KT/H1 · (TT − TH1)

π ·Deff · Leff · (TGAS − TT )
· Deff

κ
=

KT/H1 · (TT − TH1)

π · κ · Leff · (TGAS − TT )

(11)

Where the length scale for Reynolds number is Deff = Dp; Dp denotes257

turbine inlet port diameter which gives a good estimation of average Reynolds258

number through turbine [38] and Leff =
D2

v

4·Dp
where Dv represents turbine259

volute diameter , i.e. the contact area between gas and turbine node can be260

represented by the whole turbine frontal area (since heat transfer during expan-261

sion process can be neglected without affecting the results [39]) and in order to262
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simplify the problem, air properties (conductivity, density, viscosity and heat263

capacity) and their small variation for the considered temperature ranges, have264

been calculated at turbine inlet temperature. Doing so, Nusselt numbers have265

been calculated for each measured point observing a clear trend with Reynolds266

number as Figure 5 shows. In addition, due to the rotor-stator wakes interac-267

tion, which is the most important mechanism in observed flow distortion through268

rotor blades by [40] and later on confirmed by [41] a kind of correction must be269

employed. These flow interaction is clearly determined by the position of the270

stator blades in the Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT) [42].271

Figure 5: Nusselt number versus Reynolds number from convection in Gas/T . Legends refer

to turbocharger number and VGT opening in %

Sieder-Tate correlation has been chosen to characterize convection inside the272

turbine case where a corrector term (Ψ) has been introduced to account for the273

effect of VGT opening on flow distortion as Equation 12 shows274

NuGas/T = a · RebmT · Pr1/3 ·
(
µ

µw

)0.14

·Ψ (12)

Figure 6 shows both the modeled Nusselt number and heat fluxes from node275

Gas to metal node T versus the measured ones. Boundary lines in 6(b) shows276

±20% error. A fitting procedure, minimizing the root mean square of errors277

using SLSQP algorithm developed by Kraft [43] has been used. Equation 13278

shows obtained values for constants and best correlation for Ψ parameter.279
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NuGas/T = 1.29 · Re0.52
mT · Pr1/3 ·

(
µ

µw

)0.14

· η−3.72
V GT,max (13)

Where ηV GT,max represents the maximum turbine isentropic efficiency of the280

corresponding VGT opening (determined from adiabatic measurements or an281

extrapolation procedure as the one used in [44]). The ηV GT,max has been chosen282

since it depends deeply on VGT stator blades position (i.e. VGT opening) and283

therefore it gives a good estimation of how big is flow distortion due to stator284

wakes i.e. a low vorticity flow will give a better ηV GT,max. On the contrary,285

heat will follow the opposite way, i.e. a good ηV GT,max will imply a lower heat286

transfer due to lower turbulence degree and lower flow incidence on rotor blades.287
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Figure 6: Comparison between model and experimental measurement for Nusselt (top) and

heat flux (center) and the difference between measured and modelled heat flux (bottom) from

node Gas to node T . Legends refer to turbocharger number and VGT opening in %

4.2. Compressor heat transfer coefficients288

In the compressor side, heat transfer from its case to the air inside the diffuser289

can be calculated, according to the proposed lumped model (Figure 3(b)) using290

Equation 14. It has been assumed that there are no heat losses to the ambient291

through the insulated turbocharger.292
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Q̇C/Air = Q̇H3/C = KH3/C · (TH3 − TC) (14)

In normal operative conditions, i.e. hot turbine gases and cold compressor293

air, heat can flow in two different directions:294

1. Compressed air absorbs energy from metal node C (representing com-295

pressor case) leading to positive values of Q̇C/Air). That situation occurs296

from medium to low power as it is observed in Figure 7 that corresponds297

to medium/low loads at engine operation, these are operative conditions298

representative of urban driving in passenger cars. In those conditions,299

lubricating oil will be hotter than compressed air and heat transfer mech-300

anism will move to increase compressor outlet temperature. Under those301

conditions, directly determined efficiency (with measured temperatures)302

will show a lower value compared to the real one [45].303

2. On the contrary, when compressor load increases (higher compression ra-304

tio and mass flows) compressor outlet temperature will be higher than305

lubricating oil. In those conditions heat transfer mechanism will be re-306

versed, i.e. heat will flow from node C to H3 represented as negative307

fluxes in Figure 7. Hence, obtained compressor efficiency using measured308

temperatures will be higher than real isentropic efficiency [45].309

Figure 7: Importance of heat flux Q̇C/Air. Left: absolute value, Right: relative importance

compared to compressor enthalpy drop.
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Measured heat fluxes indicated that previous assumption (considering heat310

flux at compressor diffuser after adiabatic compression) was closer to reality311

than the assumptions considering heat flux at compressor inlet [9]. In this case,312

heat could not flow from compressor inlet to central housing due to its lower313

temperature. That fact is clearly observed in Figure 8, where measured heat314

flux has been represented against two different measured temperature drops. On315

the one hand, temperature difference between compressor casing temperature316

and compressor inlet temperature (∆TC−IC). On the other hand, tempera-317

ture difference between compressor casing and compressor outlet temperatures318

(∆TC−OC). As it is observed, chart a) of Figure 8 has no sense. Since heat319

transfer flux reduces when the temperature drop increases and it changes in320

direction (negative value) for even higher temperature drops. Figure 8,b) shows321

the best results since negative heat fluxes only appear for negative temperature322

drops (defined as ∆TC−OC) and positive heat fluxes appear for positive tem-323

perature drops. In addition a monotonically increasing trend is observed what324

agrees with higher heat fluxes for higher temperature drops.325

Figure 8: Measured Q̇C/Air heat flux versus difference of temperature between compressor

casing temperature and compressor air temperature. Left: compressor inlet, Right: compres-

sor outlet.

The definition of the dimensionless numbers on the compressor are as follows326

RemC =
4 · ṁC

π · µ ·DCOD
(15)
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Where diameter at compressor outlet duct (DCOD), has been chosen as the327

characteristic diameter for both the Reynolds and Nusselt numbers.328

Proposed correlation for Nusselt number governing heat transfer phenomena329

from node C to node Air will be similar to the Dittus-Boelter correlation. Con-330

stants and Prandtl number exponent for that expression will depend whether331

the air heats or cools according to the temperatures from neighbouring nodes332

as Equation 16 shows.333

NuC/A =

 0.284 · Re0.8
mC · Pr0.3 if Tair < Twall ( Q > 0)

0.095 · Re0.8
mC · Pr0.4 if Tair > Twall ( Q < 0)

 (16)

Heat transfer will be modelled using Equation 16 for the Nusselt number334

and an average temperature for the air. The average temperature for the air335

is calculated between compressor adiabatic outlet temperature (TAir in Figure336

3(b)) and compressor outlet temperature (TOC in Figure 3(b)( as Equation337

17 shows. In Equation 17 Leff has been chosen as compressor external case338

diameter.339

Q̇C/A = NuC/A · κ · π · Leff ·
(
TC −

TOC + TAir

2

)
(17)

Validation of the proposed correlation is presented in Figure 9, where differ-340

ences observed between modelled heat flux and measured values are observed341

for the three studied turbochargers. Boundary lines in 9 shows ±20% error as342

usual.343

4.3. Cooling media heat transfer coefficients344

In case of a water cooled turbocharger (as the named as first and third in345

Table 2), an extra convective branch is needed in order to take account for the346

water coolant. This branch is shown in Figure 3(b) in dashed line linking H2347

and W nodes. This circuit works as an energy sink and so heat flux recovered348

by node W can be directly determined as the enthalpy drop through the coolant349

circuit as Equation 18 shows.350
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Figure 9: Comparison between model and experimental measurement for heat flux from node

C to node A

Q̇H2/W = ṁ · cp ·∆TW (18)

Importance of this heat flow is shown in Figure 10 where, for low load con-351

ditions, heat removed by cooling port can reach 40% of turbine gas enthalpy352

drop. Comparing Figures 4 and 10, both fluxes (Q̇T/Gas and Q̇H2/W ) are simi-353

lar in magnitude compared to turbine enthalpy drop, i.e. the coolant media act354

as an efficient thermal insulation between turbine and compressor. That effect355

will be also observed in oil branches (next section 4.4), in case of cooled tur-356

bochargers the heat recovered by lubricating oil drastically reduces compared357

with non-cooled turbochargers.358

Obtained Nusselt number correlation (Equation 19) in that branch is simi-359

lar to the Dittus-Boelter correlation [21] where the port diameter and housing360

length have been used as the scale diameter and the effective length respec-361

tively. Cooling liquid properties (Prandtl number, viscosity and specific heat at362

constant pressure) will be estimated at inlet conditions.363

NuH2/W = 0.096 · Re0.8
D · Pr0.4 (19)

Validation of proposed correlation to model heat transfer from node H2 to364

node W is shown in Figure 11, where the ±20% boundary lines are shown.365
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Figure 10: Importance of heat flux Q̇H2/W . Left: absolute value, Right: relative importance.

Top: compared to turbine enthalpy drop and bottom compared to compressor enthalpy drop

Figure 11: Heat fluxes modelling from node H2 to node W
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4.4. Oil heat transfer coefficients366

Heat transfer from the central housing to the lube oil can be very impor-367

tant depending on turbocharger operating conditions and if the turbocharger is368

water-cooled or not. In case of water-cooled turbochargers most of the heat will369

be absorbed by the coolant and, therefore, oil will be heated mainly by mechan-370

ical losses. That is due, among other factors, by the higher heat capacity of the371

coolant. In the case of no water-cooled turbochargers, lubricating oil will act372

as the heat sink, making a similar role than the coolant. These heat fluxes are373

calculated from the metal nodes temperature measurement and using previously374

known metal conductances (Equation 20) according to proposed lumped model:375

Q̇H2/Oil = Q̇H1/H2 − Q̇H2/H3 =

= KH1/H2 · (TH1 − TH2)−KH2/H3 · (TH2 − TH3)
(20)

In case of a water-cooled turbocharger, the energy balance at central node376

(H2) is expressed in Equation 21 and it includes the heat flux transmitted to377

the cooling liquid (Q̇H2/W ), which is calculated as in Equation 18.378

Q̇H2/Oil = Q̇H1/H2 − Q̇H2/H3 − Q̇H2/W
(21)

Relative importance of that flux (Q̇H2/Oil) is shown in Figure 12, where two379

different behaviors have been observed:380

• In the case of non-water cooled turbocharger (turbo 2): this heat flow can381

be as high as 18% of turbine enthalpy drop at low loads; while reducing382

to almost a 5 % of this drop at high loads.383

• In the case of water-cooled turbochargers (turbos 1 and 3): this heat flow384

compared to turbine or compressor enthalpy drops is lower than for turbo385

2, except for the really low powers where differences are not so clear.386
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Nusselt number correlation has been chosen in the original fashion of Sieder-387

Tate expression, but with different fitting constant (as Equation 22 shows). Oil388

port diameter has been used for the scale length of Reynolds’ number calculation389

(Deff ). Meanwhile housing external diameter has been chosen as characteristic390

length (Leff ).391

NuH2/Oil = 2.51 · Re0.8
mO · Pr0.3 ·

(
µ

µp

)0.14

(22)
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Figure 12: Importance of heat flux Q̇H2/Oil. Left: relative importance compared to turbine

enthalpy drop. Right: relative importance compared to compressor enthalpy drop, Bottom:

relative importance compared to oil enthalpy drop

Finally, heat fluxes effects from node H2 to node Oil have been evaluated392

as sketched in Figure 13, i.e. once oil temperature increases, due to mechanical393

friction losses, up to conditions named OO/H2 in Figure 13. Equation 23394

express how oil exchanges heat with central housing node H2 and from the395

average temperature between oil outlet (OO) and OO/H2 (see Figure 13 for396

nomenclature ). Figure 14 shows the agreement modelling heat fluxes between397

node H2 and Oil, being visible the ±20% reference error lines.398

Q̇H2/Oil = NuH2/Oil · κ · π · Leff ·
(
TH2 −

TOO + TOO/H2

2

)
(23)
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Figure 13: Heat flux paths to oil

Figure 14: Comparison between model and experimental measurement for heat flux from node

H2 to node oil
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5. Model application399

The validation of the proposed model is performed by comparing model400

results with experimental measurements in fluids outlet temperature (turbine,401

compressor, oil and coolant) for Turbocharger number 1. Besides, simulation of402

these temperatures without using the model are also presented in order to show403

the improvements in their estimation (Figure 15 ), where the main advantages404

are following depicted:405

• In the prediction of turbine outlet temperature a clear advantage of using406

the proposed correlations is observed (top of Figure 15), where: if no Heat407

Transfer model is used (w/o HT) an overestimation of this temperature up408

to 30 ◦C is plotted, while when using the model, the error falls into a very409

narrow range ( ± 10 ◦C). This temperature is a very relevant magnitude410

if two stage turbocharging, exhaust energy recovering or aftertreatment411

systems are desired to be properly modelled.412

• An improvement in compressor outlet temperature is also observed in413

Figure 15 but, in this case, the highest improvement is observed at low414

turbocharger loads (i.e. low measured TOC) since at higher loads, com-415

pressor behaves almost adiabatically and, hence, the heat transfer effect416

is low as explained in section 4.2417

• Finally, another non-negligible advantage is the analysis capabilities gained418

thanks to the prediction of both oil and coolant outlet temperatures which419

can not be predicted without a Heat Transfer Model. The difference be-420

tween predicted and measured oil outlet temperatures (TOO) are shown421

in Figure 15 where only a ± 4 ◦C of maximum deviation is observed but422

the majority of the points are in a narrow range (± 2 ◦C). In the case of423

coolant outlet temperatures (TOW ), a deviation of ± 1 ◦C is observed.424

The generality of the obtained correlations are demonstrated since they have425

been used for analysing the performance of different turbochargers measured in426
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Figure 15: Comparison between model results and experimental data for outlet fluid tem-

peratures. Up to down: turbine, compressor, oil and coolant. Left: absolute value, Right:

difference between model results and experimental values.
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turbocharger test rig [36] , measured in engine conditions by a different auto-427

motive manufacturer [46], they have been checked for other laboratories and in428

different operation conditions and on different engine (petrol) and with a quite429

different turbocharger [47]430

6. Conclusions431

Traditionally, heat losses in small turbochargers have been neglected and432

the behaviour of the machine has been predicted by direct use of manufacturer433

maps with a look-up table approach. But at low loads, that energy transfer can434

reach values even higher than turbocharger mechanical power.435

This work presents a concise methodology to measure and model these heat436

fluxes by means of a simplified lumped model. Measurement analysis of main437

convective heat transfer coefficients has been performed. These have showed:438

• Heat losses in turbine side grow with turbine enthalpy drop, but relative439

to it has a high influence only at low loads.440

• Similar behaviour has been observed at compressor side, where adiabatic441

behaviour can be considered at medium - high loads, since in those points442

relative importance of heat transfer is almost negligible, due, among oth-443

ers, to the low residence time of the fluid.444

• Heat transfer in compressor side should be concentrated at compressor445

outlet since non of heat should arrive to compressor inlet.446

• No problems have been observed when using the assumption of concen-447

trating all heat transfer from the turbine at turbine inlet (turbine casing)448

and to avoid considering heat transfer through turbocharger shaft.449

With the performed measurements, the different convective coefficients have450

been fitted to general expressions of Nusselt numbers. Finally, the use of these451

correlations in order to obtain the different fluid outlet temperatures have shown452

a clear improvement (of almost 20 ◦C) in turbine outlet temperature prediction453
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compared with the prediction obtained without heat transfer model. In the454

case of compressor outlet temperature the maximum deviation observed with455

proposed model with respect to performed measurements is 2 ◦C, while in oil456

outlet temperature and coolant outlet temperature the most of the modelled457

points fall into the range of ± 2 ◦C and ± 1 ◦C respectively with respect to458

measured temperatures.459
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